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Coveralls
BOILER SUIT SAFETY WEAR
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Boiler suits at its finest.
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Provides the best personal
comfort for all task levels.

100% cotton fabric
Double sanforized
Reinforced stress points
Top stitched collar and hemmed cuffs
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1Sanforized for minimum shrinkage. 2Penholder, patch and rule pockets.
3Non-rust, two-way zip. 4Optional reflectorized stripes.

Officer’s Uniform
FORMAL WEAR FOR CREW AND OPFFICERS
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Distinctive and stylish
wardrobe for formal
and gala occasions.
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1Two front pocket and internal
document pocket. 2Non-tarnish stripes
on sleeves. 3Non-tarnish special metal
gold-plated front buttons.

Standard maritime gala uniform
Full body acetate lining
Non-tarnish sleeve stripe
Gold-plated front button
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Weather Wear
ALL WEATHER PROTECTIVE GEAR

Ice, rain or snow,

we have the right gear
to get the job done.

Sweater Crew-neck pullover, knitted with acrylic yarn,
reinforced patched on elbows and shoulders.

Heavy-duty water repellant fabric with full lining
bonded with acrylic resin
Non-rust nylon zip front closure
Multiple pockets
Inside drawstring, storm flap and hood with acrylic pile
Concealed wristlets

Culinary
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WORKWEAR FOR KITCHEN CREW
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Undeniably comfortable,

cool and durable.

This second skin helps you
focus at the task at hand.

Cotton twill or polyester blend fabric selections for shirt tops
Non-rust buttons
Half front apron body cover with neck and waist band
Embroidered company logo option

1Chinese collar. 2Patch pockets.
3Pleated hat.
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Industrial

Undeniably comfortable,

cool and durable.

HEAVY DUTY PROTECTION AND FUNCTION

This second skin helps you
focus at the task at hand.

100% cotton twill fabric
Front chest pocket and pen holder
Multiple pockets for hip, back and leg

Polo Jacket Cotton twill, waistband,
button-type. Cargo Pants Multiple
pockets. T-Shirts Honeycomb or CVC
cotton, embroided or printed logo

Service Uniform
NOT YOUR TYPICAL OFFICE WEAR

Stylish and elegant
Comfortable for any working environment
Different fabrics to choose from

Comfortable and
lightweight.

Footwear
PROTECTIVE AND FORMAL FOOTWEAR
Walk with

confidence and comfort
in footwear you can trust.
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Genuine Buffalo Hide
Direct polyurethane injection sole process for stronger bond and durability
Extra wide-fitting steel toe caps
Lightweight, anti-static, slip and chemical resistant

1Unique full traction sole pattern design.
2Heavy duty metal toecaps for maximum protection.

Accessories
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Accessorize.

Enhance an already
excellent workwear lineup.

WORKWEAR ACCOUTREMENTS
Reflectorized Vests:
Made of nylon neck with two
inches reflective fabric rounded
through the garments.
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Hard Hats:
1ABS Material industrial helmet, 2. Occupational
safety and health tested for penetration, electrical
resistance, water absorption test and flammability.
2Head and chin straps for comfort.
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3Shoulder Boards:
Special metallic gold stripes with rank insignia
and logo. Button on colorfast black velvet.
4Leather Working Gloves:
Made of genuine Cow Hide leather.
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5Goggles:
Clear carbonate lens, direct ventilation.
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6Bags:
Nylon Oxford and canvass materials with
heavy-duty zippers and reinforced stiching
constriuction.
7Earmuffs:
Ear defender with ABS and synthetic foam
cup, adjustable, padded and flexible.
8Spectacles:
99.9% UV-radiation block out and antiscratch hard coating, polycarbonate lens.
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Professional Gear, Inc. is a pioneer in the supply of maritime and

industrial safety apparel. With over twenty years of experience,
the company takes pride in its reputation for high quality products
and reliability of service.
Professional Gear understands that safety requires a dedication
to continuous innovation in both materials and process utilized.
We are constantly involved in research and development and
committed to offering the latest technologies available to our
customers. Furthermore, our products undergo rigid testing to ensure compliance
to international standards.
Our core values espouse integrity and accountability in all our business
relationships. Professional Gear is committed to always adhere to the high ethical
standards demanded by our partners and clientele.
Our vision: To be the leading provider of maritime and industrial safety products,
well-respected for quality, timely delivery and service.

